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• Jets and Missing Et
• Tau identification





yx Θ                η=-ln(tan(Θ/2))
A side
C side





       Until 2004: several Test-Beam campaigns
2003: underground installation starts
2008 : installation completed
  Combined cosmics data taking
  Sept 2008: first single beam data
20 Nov 2009: single beam splash
23 Nov 2009: First collisions @ 900 GeV
6  Dec 2009: First collisions with stable beam
     Full detector switched on
8 Dec 2009: First collisions at 2.36 TeV
16 Dec 2009: end of 2009 data taking
5
First observed collision candidate at 900 GeV, 
Nov 23 2009




Pixel and SCT not fully on, inner TGC at reduce voltage when no stable beam
Some data taken with Toroid magnetic field or solenoid field Off
8
98-100 % operational fractions
Combined Cosmics Data 2008 and 2009
Collisions Data 2009
Total number of collisions candidates: 917K
      ~  20 μb-1  ( < 30% uncertainty)
With stable beam: 538K  
      ~ 12  μb-1  ( < 30% uncertainty)
Collisions candidates @2.36TeV: 34 K
Data taking efficiency ~ 90%
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+93M in summer 2009
Using scintillators (MBTS: 2.09<|η|<3.84) as main L1 trigger for collisions
Other L1triggers also active (calo, muon)  (256 triggers)
Many HLT chains run without selection    (213 chains)
   One HLT algorithm used in selection mode to check L1 efficiency
   HLT Calibration chains (for beam spot, ...) run
Trigger
Stable Beam: activate HLT
Main collision trigger
Beam pickup (zero-bias bunch crossing trigger) x1/20
Selection at L2 
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Offline Computing
~ 200 Tbytes of data recorded
Prompt reconstruction at CERN Tier0
Data available at Tier2s for analysis within ~8 hours
Reprocessing (updated software and alignment/calibration constants) at 
Tier1s done over Christmas period
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Different ways to select early collisions candidates
(and reject beam background)
Time difference  between End-Caps
LAr, Data from Nov.23th
Time measured with TRT
Backgound event Collision event




Nominal performances in barrel region:
σ(pt)/pt ~ 3.4x10-4 x(pt/GeV) ⊕ 0.015
σ(d0)    ~ 10 ⊕140/(pt/GeV)  μm
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in 2T solenoid field
Event display of collision candidate
with stable beam and full ID on √s = 900 GeV
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SCT barrel  hit efficiency with collisions
dE/dx in pixel
Transition radiation turn-on from collisions
Electron candidates: tracks from conversions   
(cut applied on other leg)
Generic tracks: Mostly pions






Barrel: alignment from cosmics
End-Cap: first pass with collisions data already 
used for first reprocessing
MC perfect geometry: gives expected nominal resolution
TRT hit resolution:  already according to 
TDR expectations
Track parameters resolution from cosmics
Split cosmics tracks in two “collisions” line tracks
Refit the two tracks
Resolution = RMS of the difference / √2
Quality cuts: Barrel, Pt>1 GeV




Masses of Ks and Λ agree well with PDG





Well centred in Atlas
Transverse size consistent with expectations from 
machine parameters
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Towards  b-tagging with lifetime
Early b-tagging: Rely on d0 and inclusive secondary vertices
   => Expect light jet rejection ~100 for ε(b-jet) ~50 %












Residuals of straight tracks (field 
off) for one middle barrel chamber
Need to achieve 30μm accuracy on alignment
Alignment procedure tested with cosmics muons
Final alignment will also use collision tracks in 
addition to optical system
Δ ~500 μm @ 1 TeV
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Expected momentum resolution
Standalone Muon momentum 
resolution
Estimated from cosmics comparing up and bottom 
track segments
At high momentum:
- residual alignment effects
- asynchronous cosmic muon arrival time=> worse position resolution
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MC
Stand-alone: Muon spectrometer alone
Combined:   Muon spectrometer + inner detector
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Combined muon reconstruction
Combine Inner detector and Muon spectrometer measurements
Example of correlation of φ measurement
Should account for E loss in calo for 
momentum measurement:
Check with cosmics momentum 
difference vs observed energy loss 
Calorimeter
EM calo: LAr/Pb
|η| < 3.2 
Presampler (|η| < 1.8) + 3 layers
 (2 for 2.5 < |η| < 3.2)
σE/E (e/γ) ~(10-15)%/√E⊕0.7%




Hadronic EndCap (HEC): LAr/Cu
1.5 < |η| < 3.2
4 layers
σE/E (jet) ~50%/√E⊕3%
Forward (FCal) : LAr/Cu (EM), LAr/W (Had)
1 EM + 2 Had layers







Adjusted to ~1ns accuracy
from beam splash events




Cell energy distributions in collision events
Occupancy E>50 MeV(~5σnoise) in 
EM layer 1
~as expected from MC
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L1 calo energy vs readout
Compare E(L1 tower) and ΣE(offline) in L1 tower (0.1x0.1 in ηxφ)
Use Beam halo event
Requirement (L1 resolution <5% at high energy) fulfilled
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L1 calo chain using analog sum on detector followed by different digitization path
Calorimeter Energy clusters
Seeded by cells > 4σ
Provide noise suppression
Main starting point of Jet/Etmiss reconstruction
Energy can be computed at EM scale (just sum of cell energies)
Can also apply EM/Hadron classification and refined calibration
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Jets and Missing Et
Jet reconstruction:
- Signal selection (clusters, towers, etc..)
- Jet Finding : Different algorithm, concentrates on AntiKt
- Jet calibration: Depends on detector input signal
Calibration:
- Should correct for calorimeter 
non-compensation and dead material 
effects 
- Some calibration can be applied 
already at cluster level (MC driven) 
or everything done at Jet level




Uncorrected (EM scale) Et(jet) ~37 GeV
√s = 900 GeV
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“uncorrected” (EM scale) Jet Et
(Jets made from clusters with AntiKt 
algorithm D=0.4)
Δφ distribution 
for events with 2 jets with Et>7 GeV
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E/p for hadrons
E/p for isolated tracks (in 0.4 cone) with 0.5 < pt < 10 GeV
Only cells in clusters are used (noise suppression)
Distribution well reproduced by MC
(years of G4 vs Testbeam comparison)
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Missing Et resolution in collision events
Use cells in calorimeter clusters (noise suppression)
EM scale to start, no specific hadronic calibration
Good agreement between data and MC on resolution
Use full calorimeter coverage |η|<4.9
next steps: 
-Apply hadron calibration 
-Muon contribution















































































 < 43.5T28.5 < E
 < 61.5T43.5 < E
 < 88.5T61.5 < E
 < 133.5T88.5 < E
 < 217.5T133.5 < E
hadronic tau decays identification seeded by calorimeter clusters or tracks
Calorimeter shower shape variables important for identification
MC simulations
40 < Et < 60 GeV
Rejection vs eff. of calorimeter selection
Collisions data























3x7 Barrel 5x5 Ecap 100GeV e
"3x5 Barrel 5x5 Ecap 100GeV 
ATLAS
Expected Energy resolution (MC)
Need:
- constant term in calo response < 0.7%
-Understanding of material before calorimeter 
(~0.1X0)
Pseudorapidity











Identification:   Need powerful rejections against jet background
• Photon:      Rejection ~ 5000 for ε ~ 80 % (for Et~40 GeV)
• Electrons:  Rejection up to 105 (tight cuts) for ε ~65%
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MC, 100 GeV e/γ
Photon Conversion reconstruction
Collisions data
Large amount of material before EM calo:
=> energy loss to be corrected in EM calo calibration, 
need to know amount of material




Check of intrinsic constant term coming from gap variation:
Constrained by measuring drift time (recording full pulse shape) 
in cosmics run
=> 0.3% estimated contribution to constant term in EM barrel
Overall check of intrinsic calo uniformity
Measure MIP response from cosmics muon
~20% of barrel acceptance
Non-Uniformity (layer 2) < 1.1%
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π0 mass peak
Selection: E(γ) >300 MeV,  E(π0)>900 MeV
Shower shape cuts
No correction for energy lost upstream and leakage applied 
there




















Strip towers in Sampling 1
Square towers in  
Sampling 2
1.7X0
Towers in Sampling 3 
!"×!# = 0.0245×0.05
!R








Calorimeter Shower shapes for photon (and electron) identification 
MC, 20<Et<30 GeV, η<0.7
Photon candidates (Et>3 GeV) in collisions data (before cut)
(dominated by “fakes”)
Transverse width in 3 layer 1 cells  (cell unit)
E(3x7)/E(7x7) cells in layer 2
(in ηxΦ)
43
Check of electron ID variables with 
collisions data
Can also use Track matching and Transition 




• First collisions data successfully recorded by ATLAS
★ Thanks to the accelerator team for the excellent machine performances
• The whole experiment operated efficiently from data taking and processing to first 
pass analysis 
• First data indicates that detector performance is already very good, at this initial stage, 
for low Et objects
★ Years of detailed simulations, test-beam activities and cosmics commissioning paying 
off
• We look forward towards more data in 2010 at high energy, higher luminosity
★ To investigate in situ detector performances for higher Et objects





Data taking efficiency = Running time (1 - f(dead time)) / Beam Time
Beam Time = 2 circulating beam in the machine
